AN ANGRY PROPHECY AND A PREACHMENT:
THE CITY
Is the great city the natural triumph of the herd instinct over such
sanity as humanitv may know? Or is it only a temporal hangover from the
infancy of the race, to be outgrown as the performance of humanity
grows—modern? Civilization has seemed to need and feature the city
meantime or I suppose it wouldn't be with us now? And, no doubt the
city has expressed what the civilization that built it most cherished. So the
city may truly be said to have served civilization.
But history records that the civilizations that built the greatest cities
invariably died with them. Did the civilizations themselves die of them?
I think they did.
Urban accelerations—history records this fact—always preceded such
decay and we are seeing just such acceleration in our own cities, today.
So in the streets and avenues of this great city of New York, accelera-
tions due to the skyscraper—itself one of the accelerations—may be
singularly dangerous. Increasingly dangerous to any life the city may
have even though its very own interests fail to see it as a danger until cir-
cumstances take hold of the situation by force. They are beginning to do so.
RENT
As I believe in Freedom as ideal, so I believe that the American city as
we know it today is not only to die but is dying. In this intensified urban-
activity seeming to the thoughtless like success, we are only seeing this
characteristic acceleration that goes before ultimate urban dissolution.
This ceaseless to and fro in the gainful occupation of this army of white
coHarites. Is it an activity of parasites upon the various forms of artificial
*rent'? Money itself now being a most lucrative form of rent. rent is be-
come the fetish of an artificial economic domination that now really owns
and operates the great city. The city is itself now money-coming-alive as
something in itself to go on ceaselessly working to make all work useless
and wars a continuous commonplace to keep gold the 'standard' of all
work.
Yet our American civilization may not only survive its great cities but
eventually profit by them because the death of these cities—it is now
conceivable—will be the greatest service the machine has to ultimately
render to human beings, if by means of his machine man ever does con-
quer his own machine. What beneficent significance to him, otherwise has
life machine? The cities are already outgrown. Overgrown. And any great
sftf must feed upon itself now until its present carcass is past redemption,
should the machine conquer man, man will remain to repeat urban
, He will perish with his city as all other urban civilizations have so
The city, Eke all minions of the machine^ is grown up only in
man's image. But when it is mixms the living impetus that is man, the
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